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ABSTRACT 
Let T be a Q-endomorphism on a finite dimensional left vector space T’ over the 
division ring of real quaternions Q. In this paper we show that the centralizer of T 
can be regarded as an algebra over the complex numbers C and the dimension of 
this algebra is computed in terms of the invariant factors of T. Thus the number of 
C-linearly independent matrices which commute with a given matrix representing 
T is determined. 
INTRODUCTION AKD PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let I’ be a finite dimensional left vector space over a division ring D and 
let T be a D-endomorphism of I/. The centralizer of T, t&T), is the ring 
consisting of all D-endomorphisms of I’ which commute with T. A classical 
theorem due to Frobenius [l, p. 1111 says that if D is a field and if fi,. . , fr+z 
D[X] are the invariant factors of T, where fi divides fi_l for i = 2,. . , k, 
then the dimension of z,h(T) as an algebra over D is zf=, (2i - l)(deg fJ. 
Stated in terms of matrix theory Frobenius’ theorem says that if D is a 
field the maximum number of linearly independent matrices which commute 
with a given matrix representing T is cf=, (2% - I)(deg fJ. It is the goal 
of this paper to prove an analogous result when D = Q, the division ring 
of real quaternions. 
The real quaternions Q contains copies of the field C of complex 
numbers and the field R of real numbers. We will not distinguish between 
the complex number a + bi and the quaternion a + bi. We construct 
Q[X], the polynomial ring with coefficients from Q, by making X com- 
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mutative with every element of Q. We will regard R[X] and C[X] as 
embedded in Q[X]. In fact, R[X] is the center of Q[X]. 
Every real quaternion may be written uniquely in the form (a + bi) + 
i(c + di) where a + bi and c + di are complex numbers. Thus every 
f in Q[X] may be written uniquely in the form f = c + jd where c, d 
belong to C[X]. 
The function defined on Q by (a + bi) + j(c + di) = (u - bi) - 
i(c + di) is an involution on Q. This involution induces an involution 
on Q[X] as follows: if f(X) = u,Xn + * * * + aiX + ~a then f(X) = 
zc,x* + * - . + iilX + &,. It is easy to verify that f + g = j + ,$, fg = 
[/ and f = f. Finally we note that if c belongs to C[X] then C = ici-l = 
j-'Cj. 
The left vector space V over Q becomes a left Q[X]-module if for 
v E I’ and f E Q[X] with f defined by f(X) = c uiXi we define f * v = 
2 aiF( It is easy to check that #(T), the centralizer of T, is precisely 
the ring of Q[X]-endomorphisms of I’. Q[X] is an example of a class of 
rings called noncommutative principal ideal domains which are studied in 
[3, Chap. 31. Every left, right, or 2-sided ideal of Q[X] is a principal ideal 
and every 2-sided ideal of Q[X] is generated by a polynomial in R[X]. 
If f, g E Q[X] with g # 0 then f is a total divisor of g if there is a two-sided 
ideal I of Q[X] such that Q[X]f 2 1 2 Q[X]g. 
By a result of N. A. Wiegmann [4] there exists a basis for V over Q 
such that the matrix of T relative to this basis has all complex entries. Thus 
T has a set of invariant factors fl,. . ., fk which belong to C[X]. This 
allows us to sharpen Theorem 19 of [3, p. 441, which we write as our first 
lemma. 
LEMMA 1. The Q[X]-module V is a direct sum of cyclic submodules, 
say V = Z(vl; T) @*em @Z(v k; T), where vi E V is a generator of Z(vi; T) 
and where the minimal annihilator fi of vi belongs to C[X]. Also fj is a total 
divisor of fi if i < i. 
The fact that fj is a total divisor of fi if i < j gives us information about 
the greatest common divisor (fi, fj) of fi and fj. We know that every two- 
sided ideal of Q[X] is generated by an element of R[X] so there exists an 
r E R[X] such that fj divides Y and Y divides fi. This means (fi, fj) = jj and 
(fi, f,) = f j when i < i. 
For the rest of this paper we will assume V = Z(v,; T) @ * * - @ Z(v,; T) 
and the corresponding invariant factors of T, fl, fz, . . . , fr, belong to C[X] 
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with fi being a total divisor of fi if i < j. Every u E V can be written 
z, = g,v, + . * * + g,v, where gi E Q[X]. So if U is a Q[X]-endomorphism 
of I/ then Uv = g, U u1 + * * * + g, U ak. Thus U depends only on its action 
on the vi. 
LEMMAS. DefineU: V -+VbyUu, = ZO~,Z’ = l,...,kandU(~gpi) = 
2 ~JC,. Thepz U E #(T) if and only if fpi = 0 for every i. 
Proof. It is enough to show that U is well defined on V if and only 
if fizui = 0. Assume fpi = 0 then if 2 g,vi = 0 each gjv, = 0. Thus 
gi = qifi for some qi E Q[X]. This means U(c g,v,) = c gqi = c qifpi = 0. 
So U is well defined. Conversely if U is well defined on V then for every 
i, 0 = U(0) = U(f,v,) = fiZli. 
For f E Q[X] let I = Q[X:f be the left ideal of Q[X] generated by f. 
The normalizer of I ix Q[X] or the novwcalizer of f in Q[X] is the ring 
x(f) = {g E Q[X] : fg = g’f for some g’ E Q[X]}. K(f) is the largest subring 
of Q;X] which contains I as a two-sided ideal [2, p. 251. 
Fori, j = 1,. . ., k let Sij = {g,, E Q[X] : f,gjj = gijfi for somegij E Q[X]>. 
The next lemma characterizes the subring Sij of Q[X]. 
LEMMA 3. (a) If i = jthen Sii = N(fJ = {c + j[df,/(fi, fJ1: C, dg C[Xl). 
(b) If i > j then .Sij = {c + i[dfi/(fi, jj)] : c, d E C[X]}. 
(c) If i < i then Sij = (cfJ#j + i[dfJ(fi, ij)]: C, d E C[XlI. 
Proof. Suppose i 3 j and let gii = c + jd E Sij. Then fi is a right 
factor of fjgij = fjc + fjjd = f3c + jjjd. This means fi divides fjc and 
fi divides jjd. S’ mce i > j we have fi divides fj so c E C[X] is not restricted 
and d must be divisible by f,/(fi, fj). C onversely it is easy to see that if 
c + jd has the property that fi/(fi, /j) divides d then c + jd E Sij. This 
proves (a) and (b). 
Suppose i < j and let gij = c + jd E Sij. Then fi is a right factor of 
fjc + jj,d and so fi divides fjc and fi divides j,d. Since fj divides fi we have 
that fi/fj is a factor of c and similarly fi/(fi. fj) is a factor of d. Again the 
remaining part of (c) is easy. 
THE MAINTHEOREM 
We are assuming V = Z(v, ; T) @ * * . 0 Z(v,; T) with fl, fz, . . . , fk E C[X] 
being the corresponding invariant factors of T. Let U E #(T) then U is a Q[X]- 
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endomorphism of V. Thus U depends only on its action on vi,. . . , vk. 
Suppose U(vj) = c%i gijvi then U may be represented by the k by k 
matrix (gij). Since U E #(T), Lemma 2 implies that gij E Sij. The matrix 
(g,J is not uniquely determined since each gij may be replaced by hij E Sij 
if and only if hij = gij mod Q[X]fi. Using the right division algorithm 
[3, pp. 29-301 we may assume that either gij = 0 or else deggij < deg fi. 
With this assumption the matrix (gij) uniquely represents U. It is now 
clear that the correspondence U -+ (gij) is an isomorphism of $(T) with 
23 = {(Sij)lg,j E Sij - Q[X]fi} as vector spaces over C. 
THEOREM. Let T be a Q-endomorphisna on a finite dimensional left 
vector space V ovey the real quaternions Q. Let fl, . . , fk E Q[X] be any set of 
invariant factors for T. The dimension of the centralizer of T as a vector 
space over C is 2 zf=, (2i - 1) deg fi - zt=, [deg fi - deg(f,, ii)]. In 
particular if fl,. . ., fl, E R[X] then the dimension of $(T) ovey C is 
2 cf=l (2i - l)(deg fi). 
Proof. We may assume the invariant factors belong to C[X] since the 
degrees of the polynomials involved remain unchanged [3, pp. 36 and 49, 
Theorem 311. By the argument preceding the theorem it is enough to 
determine the dimension of B = {(Sij): Sij E Sij - Q[X]fi} over C. If 
i > i then the dimension of Sij - Q[X]f, over C is deg fi + deg(fi, fj). For by 
Lemma 3 a coset is determined by a polynomial of the form c + idfi/(fi, fj). 
If such a coset is the zero coset then fi divides c and (fi, fj) divides d. 
If i < i then a coset of Sij - Q[X]f, is determined by a polynomial of the 
form cfi/fj + idfi/(fi, fj). If such a coset is the zero coset then fj divides 
c and (fi, jj) divides d. Thus the dimension of Sij - Q[X]fi over C is. 
deg fj + deg(f,, fj). So the dimension of $(T) over C is ~~=, (2i - 1) . 
(deg fi) + cf,j deg(f,, jj). But by the remark following Lemma 1 we have, 
for i # i, deg(f,, jj) = ft where t = max{i, j}. This means the dimension 
of #(T) over C is 2 ~~Zl (2i - l)(deg fi) - ~~Zl [deg fi - deg(f,, ii)]. 
The remaining part of the theorem is clear. 
We remark that the tools used to prove the theorem indicate that the 
ring 4(T) is isomorphic to the ring of k by k matrices whose (i, j)th entry 
belongs to the ring .Sij/Q[X]fi. 
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